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Information Bounds and Quickest Change Detection in
Decentralized Decision Systems

Yajun Mei

Abstract— The quickest change detection problem is studied in de-
centralized decision systems, where a set of sensors receive independent
observations and send summary messages to the fusion center, which
makes a final decision. In the system where the sensors do not have
access to their past observations, the previously conjectured asymptotic
optimality of a procedure with a Monotonic Likelihood Ratio Quantizer
(MLRQ) is proved. In the case of additive Gaussian sensor noise, if the
signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) at some sensors are sufficiently high, this
procedure can perform as well as the optimal centralized procedure that
has access to all the sensor observations. Even if all SNRs are low, its
detection delay will be at mostπ/2 − 1 ≈ 57% larger than that of the
optimal centralized procedure. Next, in the system where the sensors have
full access to their past observations, the first of asymptotically optimal
procedures in the literature is developed. Surprisingly, the procedure
has same asymptotic performance as the optimal centralized procedure,
although it may perform poorly in some practical situations because
of slow asymptotic convergence. Finally, it is shown that neither past
message information nor the feedback from the fusion center improves
asymptotic performance in the simplest model.

Index Terms— Asymptotic optimality, CUSUM, multi-sensor, quanti-
zation, sensor networks, sequential detection

I. I NTRODUCTION

The problem of quickest change detection has a variety of applica-
tions including industrial quality control, reliability, fault detection,
and signal detection. The classical or centralized version of this
problem, where all observations are available at a single, central
location, is a well-developed area (see, e.g., [1], [7], [17]). Recently
this problem has been applied in decentralized, or distributed decision
systems, which have many important applications, including multi-
sensor data fusion, mobile and wireless communication, surveillance
systems, and distributed detection.

Figure I illustrates the general setting of decentralized decision
systems. In such a system, at timen, each of a set ofL sensorsSl

receives an observationXl,n, and then sends a sensor messageUl,n

to a central processor, called thefusion center, which makes a final
decision when observations are stopped. In order to reduce cost and
increase reliability, it is required that the sensor messages belong to a
finite alphabet (perhaps binary). This limitation is dictated in practice
by the need for data compression and limitations of communication
bandwidth.

In [23] and [25], the authors considered two different scenarios of
decentralized decision systems, depending on how local information
is used at the sensors. One scenario is the system withlimited
local memory, where the sensors do not have access to their past
observations. This scenario has the following three possible cases,
which correspond to Cases A, C and E in [23] and [25].

Casei) System with Neither Feedback from the Fusion Center nor
Local Memory:

Ul,n = φl,n(Xl,n). (1)
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Fig. 1. General setting for decentralized decision systems

Case ii ) System with no Feedback and Local Memory Restricted
to Past Sensor Messages:

Ul,n = φl,n(Xl,n; Ul,[1,n−1]), (2)

whereUl,[1,n−1] = (Ul,1, Ul,2, . . . , Ul,n−1).
Caseiii ) System with Full Feedback, but Local Memory Restricted

to Past Sensor Messages:

Ul,n = φl,n(Xl,n; U1,[1,n−1], U2,[1,n−1], . . . , UL,[1,n−1]). (3)

The other scenario is the system withfull local memory, where
the sensors have full access to their past observations. There are two
possible cases, which correspond to Cases B and D in [23] and [25].

Caseiv) System with no Feedback and Full Local Memory:

Ul,n = φl,n(Xl,[1,n]), (4)

whereXl,[1,n] = (Xl,1, Xl,2, . . . , Xl,n).
Casev) System with Full Feedback and Full Local Memory:

Ul,n = φl,n(Xl,[1,n]; U1,[1,n−1], U2,[1,n−1], . . . , UL,[1,n−1]). (5)

In decentralized quickest change detection problems, it is assumed
that at some unknown timeν, the distributions of the sensor obser-
vationsXl,n change abruptly and simultaneously at all sensors. The
goal is to detect the change as soon as possible over all possible
protocols for generating sensor messages and over all possible
decision rules at the fusion center, under a restriction on the frequency
of false alarms.

As in the classical or centralized quickest change detection prob-
lem, there are two standard mathematical formulations. The first
one is a Bayesian formulation, due to Shiryayev [19], in which the
change-pointν is assumed to have a known prior distribution. It
is well known ([24], [25]) that Bayesian formulations prove to be
intractable and the dynamic programming arguments cannot be used
except in the special case specified in (5), where the Bayesian solution
([24]) is too complex to implement.

The second is a minimax formulation, proposed by Lorden [11],
in which the change-pointν is assumed to be unknown (possibly∞)
but non-random. Papers [2] and [21] used this approach to study the
simplest case specified in (1), but both have restrictions on the class
of sensor message protocols.

In this correspondence, we use the second of these formulations
to develop an asymptotic theory of decentralized quickest change
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detection problems, giving in both scenarios procedures that are
asymptotically optimal and easy to implement. It is worthwhile
highlighting that our asymptotically optimal procedures do not use
past message information, and hence past message information (or
the feedback from the fusion center) does not improve asymptotic
performance.

Throughout this correspondence, we make the following assump-
tions, which are standard:

(A1) The sensor observations are independent over time as well
as from sensor to sensor.

(A2) The densities of the sensor observations are either
f1, . . . , fL or g1, . . . , gL, where thef ’s andg’s are given. For each
1 ≤ l ≤ L, the Kullback-Leibler information number (or relative
entropy)

I(gl, fl) =

∫
log

(
gl(x)

fl(x)

)
gl(x)dx (6)

is finite and positive, and∫ (
log

gl(x)

fl(x)

)2

gl(x)dx < ∞. (7)

In Section II, we provide a formal mathematical formulation of
the problem and introduce some notations. In Section III, under
a condition on second moments, we prove that a procedure with
a monotone likelihood ratio quantizer (MLRQ) is asymptotically
optimal in the system with limited local memory. We also establish
sufficient conditions for our theorems to be applied. Section IV
develops asymptotic theory in the system with full local memory and
offers asymptotic optimal procedures which are easy to implement.
In Section V, we compare these asymptotically optimal decentralized
procedures with the optimal centralized procedure that has access to
all the sensor observations. Section VI gives simulation results for
several illustrative examples. The proofs of all theorems are given in
the Appendix.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND NOTATION

Suppose there areL sensors in a system. At timen, an observation
Xl,n is made at each sensorSl. Assume that at some unknown
(possibly∞) time ν, the density function of the sensor observations
{Xl,n} changes simultaneously for all1 ≤ l ≤ L from fl to gl. That
is, for each1 ≤ l ≤ L, the observations at sensorSl, Xl,1, Xl,2, . . .
are independent random variables such thatXl,1, Xl,2, . . . , Xl,ν−1

are i.i.d. with densityfl andXl,ν , Xl,ν+1, . . . are i.i.d. with density
gl. Furthermore, it is assumed that the observations are independent
from sensor to sensor. Denote byPν andEν the probability measure
and expectation when the change occurs at timeν, and denote the
same byP∞ andE∞ when there is no change.

Based on the information available atSl at time n, a message
Ul,n, specified in(1) − (5), is chosen from a finite alphabet and is
sent to a fusion center. Without loss of generality, we assume that
Ul,n takes a value in{0, 1, . . . , Dl − 1}. The fusion center uses the
stream of messages from the sensors as inputs to make a decision
whether or not a change has occurred.

Mathematically, the fusion center decision rule is defined as a
stopping timeτ with respect to{(U1,n, U2,n, . . . , UL,n)}n≥1. The
interpretation ofτ is that, whenτ = n, we stop taking observations
at timen and declare that a change has occurred somewhere in the
first n observations.

For each choice of sensor message functions and fusion center
decision rule, a reasonable measure of quickness of detection is the
following “worst case” detection delay defined in Lorden [11],

E1(τ) = sup
ν≥1

(
esssup Eν

[
(τ−ν+1)+

∣∣X1,[1,ν−1], . . . , XL,[1,ν−1]

])
.

The desire to have smallE1(τ) must, of course, be balanced
against the need to have a controlled frequency of false alarms. In
other words, when no change occurs,τ should be large, hopefully
infinite. However, Lorden [11] showed that ifE1(τ) is finite, then
E∞τ is finite, which impliesP∞(τ < ∞) = 1. Thus we will
have a false alarm with probability1 when there is no change.
An appropriate measurement of false alarms, therefore, isE∞τ, the
mean time until a false alarm. Imagining repeated application of such
procedures, practitioners refer to the frequency of false alarms as
1/E∞τ and the mean time between false alarms asE∞τ.

Our problem can then be stated as follows: Design the sensors’
message functionφl,n and seek a stopping timeτ at the fusion center
that minimizesE1(τ) subject to

E∞τ ≥ γ, (8)

whereγ is a given, fixed lower bound.
The worst-case detection delayE1(τ) can be replaced by the

“average” detection delay, proposed by Shiryayev [20] and Pollak
[15],

sup
ν≥1

Eν(τ − ν|τ ≥ ν).

Although the worst-case detection delay is always greater than the
average detection delay, they are asymptotically equivalent. Either
one can be used in our theorems.

It is well-known ([13]) that the (exactly) optimal solutions for this
problem in the centralized version are Page’s CUSUM procedures,
defined by the stopping times

T (a) = inf
{
n : Wn ≥ a

}
, (9)

where the CUSUM statistic

Wn = max
1≤k≤n

n∑
i=k

( L∑
l=1

log
gl(Xl,i)

fl(Xl,i)

)
,

which can be calculated recursively as

Wn = max
(
Wn−1, 0

)
+

L∑
l=1

log
gl(Xl,n)

fl(Xl,n)
(10)

for n ≥ 1 andW0 = 0. In the literature,T (a) is also usually defined
as the firstn for which max(Wn, 0) ≥ a. These two definitions are
equivalent if the thresholda > 0, but there is a difference ifa ≤ 0,
also see [13].

Unfortunately, in decentralized decision systems, it is nearly im-
possible to find exactly optimal solutions (for some special cases see
[24]), and only “asymptotic optimality” results seem to be working.
In the asymptotic optimality approach, we typically first construct an
asymptotic lower bound ofE1τ asγ goes to∞. Then we show that
a given class of procedures attains the lower bound asymptotically.
We will establish asymptotic optimality theorems for both scenarios
of decentralized decision systems: limited local memory (specified in
(1) - (3)) and full local memory (specified in(4) and (5)).

We now introduce some notations. LetD be a positive integer.
Consider a random variableY whose density function is eitherf or g
with respect to someσ-finite measure, and assume that the Kullback-
Leibler information numberI(g, f) is finite. For a (deterministicor
random) measurable functionφ from the range ofY to a finite
alphabet of sizeD, say {0, 1, . . . , D − 1}, denote byfφ and gφ

respectively the probability mass function ofφ(Y ) when the density
of Y is f andg. Let

Zφ = log
gφ(φ(Y ))

fφ(φ(Y ))
,
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and define

ID(g, f) = sup
φ

EgZφ (11)

and

VD(g, f) = sup
φ

Eg(Zφ)2. (12)

It is well known ([22]) thatID(g, f) ≤ I(g, f), i.e., that reduction
of the data fromY to φ(Y ) cannot increase the information. A more
detailed analysis betweenID(g, f) andI(g, f) is provided in Section
V. Tsitsiklis [22] showed that the supremumID(g, f) is achieved by
a Monotone Likelihood Ratio Quantizer (MLRQ)ϕ of the form

ϕ(Y ) = d if and only if λd ≤ g(Y )

f(Y )
< λd+1,

where 0 = λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λD−1 ≤ λD = ∞ are constants.
These optimal MLRQ’s are not easily calculated, but we follow
the standard practice in the literature of developing procedures that
assume sensor messages are constructed optimally in the sensor.
Some of our theorems assume thatVD(g, f) < ∞. A sufficient
condition for finiteness ofV2(g, f) is given in Section III.

Using these notations, define the information numbers

ID =

L∑
l=1

IDl(gl, fl), (13)

whereD = (D1, D2, . . . , DL), and

Itot =

L∑
l=1

I(gl, fl). (14)

These two information numbers are key to our theorems.

III. L IMITED LOCAL MEMORY

A. Page’s CUSUM procedure with the MLRQ

For the decentralized decision system with limited local memory,
specified in (1) - (3), the following procedureN(a) has been studied
in the literature:

Each sensorSl uses the optimal MLRQϕl. Namely,

Ul,n = ϕl(Xl,n) = d if and only if λl,d ≤ gl(Xl,n)

fl(Xl,n)
< λl,d+1,

where 0 = λl,0 ≤ λl,1 ≤ · · · ≤ λl,Dl−1 ≤ λl,Dl = ∞ are
optimally chosen in the sense that the Kullback-Leibler information
numberI(gϕ,l, fϕ,l) achieves the supremumIDl(gl, fl). Here fϕ,l

and gϕ,l are the probability mass functions induced onUl,n when
the observationsXl,n are distributed asfl andgl, respectively.

Based on the i.i.d. vector observationsUn = (U1,n, . . . , UL,n),
the fusion center then uses Page’s CUSUM procedure with log-
likelihood ratio boundarya to detect whether or not a change has
occurred, i.e., the stopping timeN(a) is given by

N(a) = inf
{
n : Ŵn ≥ a

}
, (15)

whereŴ0 = 0 and forn = 1, 2, . . . ,

Ŵn = max
(
Ŵn−1, 0

)
+

L∑
l=1

log
gϕ,l(Ul,n)

fϕ,l(Ul,n)
.

It was shown in [2] thatN(a) is optimal in the sense that
at each sensor, the MLRQϕ is optimized, i.e., maximizes the
Kullback-Leibler information numberI(gϕ, fϕ). Later [21] proved
the asymptotic optimality property ofN(a) in the simplest case
specified in (1) under the restriction that the sensor message functions
{φ1, . . . , φL} satisfy the following “stationary” condition: For all

ν = 1, 2, . . . , as n goes to∞, n−1
∑ν+n

i=ν

∑L

l=1
Zl,i converges

in probability underPν to some positive constant number, where
Zl,i = log

(
gφ,l(Ul,i)/fφ,l(Ul,i)

)
. Paper [24] conjectured thatN(a)

is asymptotically optimal in the special case specified in (5), because
numerical simulations illustrate that it has performance similar to the
Bayesian solutions. In the next subsection we will show that under
a condition on second moments,N(a) is asymptotically optimal
without any restriction on the sensors’ message functions or the
fusion center decision rule in the system with limited local memory.

B. Asymptotic Optimality ofN(a)

We begin our analysis by studying the performance of the proce-
dure N(a). Observe thatN(a), defined in (15), is Page’s CUSUM
procedure, so that by applying the standard bounds ([17]),

Lemma 1:

E∞N(a) ≥ ea,

and asa →∞,

E1N(a) ≤ a

ID
+ O(1).

The following theorem is of fundamental importance for proving
asymptotic optimality ofN(a). It establishes the asymptotic lower
bounds for the detection delays of any procedures in the system with
limited local memory.

Theorem 1:AssumeVDl(gl, fl), defined in (12), is finite for all
1 ≤ l ≤ L. If {τ(γ)} is a family of procedures in the system with
limited local memory satisfying (8), then

E1τ(γ) ≥ (1 + o(1))
log γ

ID
(16)

asγ →∞, whereID is defined in (13).

Now we can summarize our results on the asymptotic optimality
of the procedureN(a) as follows.

Corollary 1: For γ > 1 let a = log γ, thenN(a) satisfies (8) and

E1N(a) ≤ log γ

ID
+ O(1),

so that under the assumption of finiteness ofVDl(gl, fl) for all 1 ≤
l ≤ L, the procedureN(a) asymptotically minimizes the detection
delayE1N(a) asγ →∞ in the system with limited local memory.

Note that paper [21] established a result similar to (16) in the
simplest case specified in (1) under a restriction on the sensor
message functions. Theorem 1 provides different sufficient conditions
under which the asymptotic lower bounds (16) could be established.
Our sufficient conditions are new and perhaps the most useful, since
they do not impose any restrictions on the sensors’ message functions
or the fusion center decision rules. Moreover, they also allow us to
obtain the asymptotic optimality property ofN(a) in all three cases
of the system with limited local memory.

C. Sufficient Conditions

In Theorem 1, we assumeVD(g, f) < ∞, which is usually not
easy to verify. The following theorem and its corollary give some
sufficient conditions to verify it whenD = 2.

Theorem 2:Supposef(y) andg(y) are two densities such that

Eg

(
log

g(Y )

f(Y )

)2

=

∫ (
log

g(y)

f(y)

)2

g(y)dy < ∞.
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Define

A(t) = Pf

(
g(Y )

f(Y )
> t

)
, B(t) = Pg

(
g(Y )

f(Y )
> t

)
.

AssumeA(t) andB(t) are continuous functions oft on (0,∞) and
take values0 and1 for the samet. Moreover, assume that

lim sup
t→∞

√
B(t)

∣∣ log A(t)
∣∣ < ∞, (17)

and

lim sup
t→0

√
1−A(t)

∣∣ log(1−B(t))
∣∣ < ∞, (18)

where
√

0| log 0| is interpreted as0. ThenV2(g, f) < ∞.

Corollary 2: Suppose the distribution of the random variableY
belongs to a one-parameter exponential family having the continuous
densities

fθ(y) = exp{θy − b(θ)}, −∞ < y < ∞, θ ∈ Ω

with respect to someσ-finite measure, whereΩ is an open interval
on the real line andb(θ) is twice differentiable with respect toθ. Let
Fθ(y) denote the distribution function ofY. Considerθ0 < θ1 in Ω,
and letfi = fθi and Fi = Fθi for i = 0, 1. Define y0 = sup{y :
F0(y) = 0} andy1 = inf{y : F1(y) = 1}. If

lim
y→y0

(F0(y))3/2

f0(y)
< ∞ and lim

y→y1

(1− F1(y))3/2

f1(y)
< ∞,

then bothV2(f0, f1) andV2(f1, f0) are finite.

Proof: Sincef1(y)/f0(y) is a monotonically increasing function
of y, it suffices forV2(f1, f0) < ∞ to show equations (17) and (18)
hold for A(t) = 1 − F0(log t) and B(t) = 1 − F1(log t), which
is straightforward using L’Ĥopital’s Rule. The proof is identical for
V2(f0, f1).

It is easy to check that two Gaussian distributions with same vari-
ance satisfy the conditions in Corollary 2, and so do two exponential
distributions. Therefore, if the sensors are restricted to send binary
messages to the fusion center, and the pre-change and post-change
distributions at each sensor are two Gaussian distributions with same
variance or two exponential distributions, then the procedureN(a)
is asymptotically optimal (over all possible sensor messages and all
possible fusion center decision rules) in the system with limited local
memory.

IV. FULL LOCAL MEMORY

It has been an open problem to find asymptotically optimal
procedures (including both the sensor and fusion center decision
rules) in the decentralized decision system with full local memory,
specified in (4) and (5), although it is well-known ([25]) that Bayesian
formulations become intractable. We will address this problem in this
section.

To establish lower bounds for the detection delay in the system
with full local memory is not difficult. By the optimality of Page’s
CUSUM procedures in the centralized version ( [11], [13], [17]), we
have

Lemma 2: If {τ(γ)} is a family of procedures in the system with
full local memory such that (8) holds, then asγ →∞,

E1τ(γ) ≥ log γ

Itot
+ O(1). (19)

In the centralized version the lower bounds (19) are sharp and
can be achieved by Page’s CUSUM procedureT (a) defined in (9).
Theorem 1 shows that these lower bounds are too crude in the system

with limited local memory. However, it is not clear whether they are
sharp in the system with full local memory. In other word, can we
find procedures in the system with full local memory for which these
bounds are achieved asymptotically? Since we expect to sacrifice
some performance by quantizing the data locally instead of utilizing
the complete data set at the fusion center, it is perhaps surprising that
we give an affirmative answer by constructing such procedures.

A. The Structure of Procedures

For the system with full local memory, our proposed procedure
M(a) is as follows:

For each sensorSl, one considers whether or not the CUSUM
statistic

Wl,n = max
1≤k≤n

n∑
i=k

log
gl(Xl,i)

fl(Xl,i)
(20)

exceeds the constant boundaryπla, where

πl =
I(gl, fl)∑L

l=1
I(gl, fl)

=
I(gl, fl)

Itot
. (21)

That is, for eachl = 1, . . . , L, andn = 1, 2, . . . , define the sensor
messages

Ul,n =

{
1, if Wl,n ≥ πla;
0, otherwise.

The fusion center then combines all these “sensor decisions”Ul,n by
using an AND rule, i.e., it stops and decides a change has occurred
as soon asUl,n = 1 for all l = 1, 2, . . . , L.

This stopping timeM(a) can be written as

M(a) = inf
{
n ≥ 1 : Wl,n ≥ πla for all l = 1, 2, . . . , L

}
. (22)

It is easy to see that in single-sensor systems, our procedureM(a)
coincides with the optimal centralized procedureT (a), defined in (9).
Similar to T (a), it is very convenient to implementM(a) because
the CUSUM statisticWl,n obeys the recursive relation

Wl,n = max
{
Wl,n−1, 0

}
+ log

gl(Xl,n)

fl(Xl,n)
,

where Wl,0 = 0. However, unlike T (a), our procedureM(a)
requires that each sensor shall continue sending the local messages
to the fusion center even after the CUSUM statistic exceeds the
local threshold. This essential feature can be seen from the following
heuristic argument, which provides the motivation ofM(a).

Consider the optimal centralized procedureT (a), defined in (9).
If ν is the true change-point andn− ν is sufficiently large, then

Wn = max
1≤k≤n

n∑
i=k

( L∑
l=1

log
gl(Xl,i)

fl(Xl,i)

)
≈

n∑
i=ν

( L∑
l=1

log
gl(Xl,i)

fl(Xl,i)

)
,

and

Wl,n = max
1≤k≤n

n∑
i=k

log
gl(Xl,i)

fl(Xl,i)
≈

n∑
i=ν

log
gl(Xl,i)

fl(Xl,i)
.

ThusWn ≈
∑L

l=1
Wl,n, and so underPν , the stopping rule of the

optimal centralized procedureT (a) is roughly equivalent to

{ L∑
l=1

Wl,n ≥ a
}

(23)

for sufficiently largea. Now the strong law of large numbers implies
that (n− ν)−1Wl,n → I(gl, fl) with probability1, so the weight of
Wl,n in the sum is roughlyI(gl, fl)/(

∑L

l=1
I(gl, fl)) = πl. Thus

(23) can be approximated by{Wl,n ≥ πla for all 1 ≤ l ≤ L},
which is exactly the stopping rule of our procedureM(a).
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B. Asymptotic Optimality

The following theorem, whose proof is substantially complicated,
establishes the asymptotic properties of our procedureM(a) for large
values ofa.

Theorem 3:As a →∞,

E1M(a) ≤ a

Itot
+ (C + o(1))

√
a

Itot
, (24)

whereItot is defined in (14) andC > 0 is a constant depending on
L and the densitiesfl andgl. Furthermore, if we assume∫

gl(x)

∣∣∣ log
gl(x)

fl(x)

∣∣∣
3

dx < ∞ (25)

for each1 ≤ l ≤ L, then asa →∞.

E∞M(a) ≥ (1 + o(1))ea. (26)

Remark 1:Under additional reasonable conditions, it follows from
nonlinear renewal theory that the smallest constantC in (24) is given
by

C = E max
1≤l≤L

( σl

I(gl, fl)
Zl

)
, (27)

where σ2
l = Vargl

(
log(gl(X)/fl(X))

)
and Z1, . . . , ZL are inde-

pendent standard Gaussian variables. The proof is same as that of
Theorem 3.3 in [4]. Also see Lemma 1 in [3].

Remark 2:For each sensor, the mean time between false alarms
is exp(πla). By the renewal property of the CUSUM statistics, the
mean time between false alarms for the fusion center is of order∏L

l=1
exp(πla) = exp(a) since we continue sending local messages.

(See the Appendix for the rigorous proof. As in [18], the key idea is
Lemma 6 in the Appendix.)

Remark 3:Lemma 6 in the Appendix indicates that our procedure
M(a) has the same pleasant property as the procedureN(a) in (15)
and Page’s CUSUM procedureT (a) in (9): the mean time between
false alarms is approximately exponentially distributed.

Remark 4: It is important to emphasize that in the definition
of our procedureM(a) in (22), we cannot replace the CUSUM
statisticsWl,n by the log-transformed Shiryayev-Roberts statistics
log

(∑n

k=1

∏n

i=k

(
gl(Xl,i)/fl(Xl,i)

))
: in that case the mean time

between false alarms is roughlyexp((maxL
l=1 πl)a), which is much

smaller thanexp(a) asa →∞.

Now the asymptotic optimality of our procedureM(a) follows at
once from Theorem 3 and Lemma 2:

Corollary 3: There existsa = log γ + o(1) so thatM(a) satisfies
(8) and

E1M(a) ≤ log γ

Itot
+ (C + o(1))

√
log γ

Itot
.

ThusM(a) minimizes the detection delay up toO(
√

log γ) among
all procedures in the system with full local memory satisfying (8).

V. COMPARISON OFTHREE PROCEDURES

In this section we compare our asymptotically optimal decen-
tralized procedures with the optimal centralized procedure. As in
[2], for a decentralized procedureτ(γ) satisfying (8), define the
decentralized penalty function (DPF)

DPFτ (γ) =
E1τ(γ)

n(γ)
− 1, (28)

wheren(γ) is the detection delay of the optimal centralized procedure
satisfying (8). Intuitively, DPFτ can be thought of as a measure
which reflects the relative performance degradation for using decen-
tralized procedureτ instead of the optimal centralized procedure.

By Corollary 1 and relation (19), we immediately have

Proposition 1: TheDPF function of the procedureN(a), defined
in (15), is given by

DPFN (γ) =
Itot

ID
− 1 + O(

1

log γ
). (29)

It is, therefore, natural to study the relation betweenID andItot.
By definition, it suffices to study the relation betweenID(g, f) and
I(g, f) for a pair of densities(f, g). However, little research has been
done on finding good lower bounds forID(g, f)/I(g, f), although
it is well-known that the upper bound is1. In the following we study
the special case of Gaussian distributions whenD = 2. The idea can
be easily extended to non-Gaussian distributions.

Proposition 2: Supposef(y) andg(y) are two Gaussian distribu-
tions with respective meanµ0 and µ1 and same varianceσ2. Let
ρ = (µ1 − µ0)

2/(2σ2) denote the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), then

lim inf
ρ→0

I2(g, f)

I(g, f)
≥ 2

π
and lim

ρ→∞
I2(g, f)

I(g, f)
= 1.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we assumeµ0 = 0 andσ = 1.
First note thatI(g, f) = ρ in this case. Next, since the likelihood
ratio g(y)/f(y) is a monotonically increasing function, the MLRQ
can be written as

U =

{
1, Y ≥ λ;
0, otherwise.

Thus the Kullback-Leibler information number forU is

r(λ) = h
(
Φ(λ− µ1), Φ(λ)

)
, (30)

whereΦ(·) is the distribution function of a standard Gaussian random
variable andh(a, b) = a log(a/b) + (1 − a) log((1 − a)/(1 − b)).
Now let λ = kµ1. Fix k, it is straightforward to show that

r(kµ1)

I(g, f)
=

{
2/π, asρ → 0;
k21{0 < k < 1}, asρ →∞,

where1{A} is the indicator of the eventA. The proposition follows
at once from the factr(k) ≤ I2(g, f) ≤ I(g, f) for any k.

In the decentralized decision system with Gaussian sensor observa-
tions where the SNRs atsomesensors are sufficiently high, we have
ID ≈ Itot because those sensors with high SNRs will contribute
most to Itot and ID. Hence the procedureN(a) will perform as
well as the optimal centralized procedure. Even if all SNRs are very
low, the DPF function ofN(a) will be at mostπ/2 − 1 ≈ 57%
for large values of the mean time between false alarms. That is,
the detection delay ofN(a) will be at most57% larger than that
of the optimal centralized procedure. In other words, the procedure
N(a) will take at most57% more observations from the post-change
distributions than the optimal centralized procedure. Moreover, the
number of sensors does not have much effect on the DPF function
of N(a). Furthermore, Proposition 2 motivates us to conjecture that
for Gaussian distributions,I2(g, f)/I(g, f) is an increasing function
of SNR ρ with the range[2/π, 1]. We do not have a rigorous proof,
however, numerical results support our conjecture.

Now for the procedureM(a) in the system with full local memory,
by Corollary 3,
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Proposition 3: The DPF function of the procedureM(a), de-
fined in (22), satisfies

DPFM (γ) ≤ (C + o(1))

√
Itot√
log γ

, (31)

where the constantC depends onL and the densitiesfl andgl.

It is easy to see that the DPF function ofM(a) is 0 as γ goes
to ∞. That is,M(a) can perform as well as the optimal centralized
procedure in any systems ifγ is sufficiently large. Unfortunately,
the asymptotic convergence ofM(a) is so slow thatM(a) may
perform very far from the optimum for realistic values of the mean
time between false alarms in some systems. As an illustration, let us
consider the symmetric Gaussian system where for eachl, fl andgl

are Gaussian distributions with respective meanµ0 andµ1 and same
varianceσ2. In this case, by (27),

C
√

Itot =
√

2L · E( max
1≤l≤L

Zl)

whereZ1, . . . , ZL are independent standard Gaussian variables. Thus
the DPF function ofM(a) depends heavily on the number of sensors
in this case. Using Table I of [4], we have

C
√

Itot =





1.1284, if L = 2;
2.0730, if L = 3;
2.9115, if L = 4;
6.8815, if L = 10.

For moderate values ofγ, say γ = 104, we have
√

log γ ≈ 3.03,
and so the right-hand side of (31) is roughly37%, 68%, 96%, and
227%, respectively, ifL = 2, 3, 4 and10. This indicates thatM(a)
may perform poorly for moderate values ofγ in symmetric systems
with multiple sensors. For example, whenL = 4, the detection delay
of M(a) may be96% larger than that of the optimal centralized
procedure ifγ ≈ 104.

Finally, let us compareM(a) with N(a). While M(a) has better
asymptotic performance thanN(a), it is possible thatM(a) has
worse performance thanN(a) in practical applications, especially
when L, the number of sensors, is large butγ is only moderately
large. To indicate this, note that the right-hand side of (31) could be
larger than that of (29) if

√
log γ ≤ C

√
Itot

Itot/ID − 1
. (32)

Thus, if C
√

Itot is large orItot/ID is small, then it is likely that
M(a) will perform worse thanN(a) for moderate values ofγ. By
(27), it is easy to see that if there are large number of sensors, then
the valueC will be very large, and soM(a) can perform worse than
N(a). For instance, in the above symmetric Gaussian system with
small SNRs, (32) becomes

γ ≤





50, if L = 2;
5.3× 105, if L = 3;
2.0× 1011, if L = 4;
1.3× 1063, if L = 10.

Therefore, for moderate values ofγ, say104, it is likely that M(a)
will perform worse thanN(a) in the system with large number of
sensors.

Observe that both ofN(a) and M(a) do not use past message
information or the feedback from the fusion center, but they are
asymptotically optimal in the corresponding decentralized decision
systems. This fact proves the following interesting result, part of
which was conjectured in [24]:

TABLE I
TWO NONIDENTICAL SENSORS(µ1 = 0.2, µ2 = 1)

γ E1N(a) % DPF E1M(a) % DPF E1T (a)
(2.86) (2.78) (2.87)

100 7.7± 0.0 31 6.7± 0.0 14 5.9± 0.0
(3.43) (3.46) (3.52)

200 9.6± 0.1 35 8.0± 0.0 13 7.1± 0.0
(4.35) (4.37) (4.41)

505 12.2± 0.1 39 9.9± 0.1 12 8.8± 0.1
(5.01) (5.05) (5.09)

1000 14.3± 0.1 42 11.3± 0.1 12 10.1± 0.1
(5.66) (5.79) (5.80)

2050 16.3± 0.1 42 12.8± 0.1 11 11.5± 0.1
(6.57) (6.68) (6.68)

5038 19.0± 0.1 44 14.6± 0.1 11 13.2± 0.1
(7.27) (7.36) (7.37)

10046 21.1± 0.1 46 16.0± 0.1 10 14.5± 0.1

( Numbers in parentheses are the values ofa so thatE∞τ(a) ≈ γ. The
decentralized penalty function (DPF) was based on the sampled values.)

TABLE II
TWO IDENTICAL SENSORS(µ1 = µ2 = 1)

γ E1N(a) % DPF E1M(a) % DPF E1T (a)
(3.34) (3.33) (3.50)

162 5.7± 0.0 36 5.4± 0.0 29 4.2± 0.0
(3.86) (3.77) (3.93)

252 6.4± 0.0 39 5.9± 0.0 28 4.6± 0.0
(4.68) (4.52) (4.68)

538 7.6± 0.0 41 6.8± 0.0 26 5.4± 0.0
(5.50) (5.58) (5.73)

1556 9.2± 0.0 44 8.1± 0.0 27 6.4± 0.0
(5.87) (5.90) (6.06)

2154 9.7± 0.1 45 8.5± 0.0 27 6.7± 0.0
(6.76) (6.74) (6.89)

5013 11.1± 0.1 46 9.5± 0.1 25 7.6± 0.0
(7.50) (7.54) (7.69)

10970 12.2± 0.1 47 10.5± 0.1 27 8.3± 0.0

Theorem 4:If all pre-change and post-change distributions are
completely specified and satisfy the conditions of Theorems 1 and
3, then neither past message information nor the feedback from the
fusion center improves asymptotic performance in the decentralized
decision systems specified in (1) - (5).

It should be pointed out that one of the underlying assumptions of
this theorem is that the observations are independent from sensor to
sensor. It is likely that past message information or the feedback will
be more useful in practical applications where the observations are
dependent or observation distributions are only partially specified.

VI. N UMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present a numerical illustration of the asymptotic
theory of previous sections. Suppose there areL sensors each
sending binary message to the fusion center, i.e.,Dl = 2. Assume
that the observations at sensorSl are independent and identically
distributed random variables with mean0 and variance1 before
the change and with meanµl and variance1 after the change. An
interesting application of this model can be found in [21], whereL
geographically separated sensors are used to detect the appearance of
a deterministic signal (or target), which is contaminated by additive
white Gaussian noise at each sensor.

If µl > 0, then the likelihood ratio at sensorSl is a monotonically
increasing function of the observation, and hence the MLRQ at each
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TABLE III
THREE NONIDENTICAL SENSORS(µ1 = µ2 = 0.2, µ3 = 1)

γ E1N(a) % DPF E1M(a) % DPF E1T (a)
(2.76) (2.72) (2.89)

100 7.6± 0.1 31 7.6± 0.0 31 5.8± 0.0
(3.47) (3.46) (3.60)

210 9.6± 0.1 35 9.1± 0.0 28 7.1± 0.0
(4.37) (4.35) (4.45)

510 12.0± 0.1 38 10.9± 0.1 25 8.7± 0.0
(4.98) (5.05) (5.12)

1018 13.9± 0.1 40 12.4± 0.1 25 9.9± 0.1
(5.70) (5.78) (5.80)

2022 15.9± 0.1 42 13.9± 0.1 24 11.2± 0.1
(6.60) (6.67) (6.70)

5012 18.5± 0.1 44 15.8± 0.1 24 12.8± 0.1
(7.28) (7.37) (7.40)

10076 20.5± 0.1 45 17.4± 0.1 23 14.1± 0.1

( Numbers in parentheses are the values ofa so thatE∞τ(a) ≈ γ. The
decentralized penalty function (DPF) was based on the sampled values.)

TABLE IV
THREE IDENTICAL SENSORS(µ1 = µ2 = µ3 = 1)

γ E1N(a) % DPF E1M(a) % DPF E1T (a)
(3.01) (2.94) (3.54)

160 4.2± 0.0 35 4.6± 0.0 48 3.1± 0.0
(5.50) (5.13) (5.62)

1332 6.4± 0.0 42 6.6± 0.0 47 4.5± 0.0
(6.87) (6.49) (7.00)

5200 7.8± 0.0 44 7.9± 0.0 46 5.4± 0.0
(7.46) (7.21) (7.70)

10600 8.5± 0.0 44 8.6± 0.0 46 5.9± 0.0
(8.24) (7.86) (8.36)

20338 9.2± 0.0 46 9.2± 0.0 46 6.3± 0.0
(9.16) (8.77) (9.27)

51270 10.2± 0.0 48 10.0± 0.0 45 6.9± 0.0

sensorSl can be written as

Ul,n =

{
1, Xl,n ≥ λl;
0, otherwise.

Thus the Kullback-Leibler information number forUl,n is

r(λl) = h
(
Φ(λl − µl), Φ(λl)

)
,

where Φ(·) and h(a, b) are defined as in (30). Since the function
r(λl) has a unique maximum value over[0,∞], it is easy to find
the optimalλl numerically. For example, ifµl = 0.2 or 1, then
the optimal thresholdsλl are 0.1584 and 0.7941, respectively, and
the corresponding optimal Kullback-Leibler information numbers
r(λl) are 0.01273 and 0.3186, respectively. Note that in these
situations,I2(gl, fl)/I(gl, fl) is close to2/π since the Kullback-
Leibler information numberI(gl, fl) = µ2

l /2.
As an illustration, six cases are considered:
Case 1 (Two Nonidentical Sensors):L = 2, µ1 = 0.2 andµ2 = 1.
Case 2 (Two Identical Sensors):L = 2, andµ1 = µ2 = 1.
Case 3 (Three Nonidentical Sensors):L = 3, µ1 = µ2 = 0.2, and

µ3 = 1.
Case 4 (Three Identical Sensors):L = 3 and µl = 1 for l =

1, 2, 3.
Case 5 (Ten Nonidentical Sensors):L = 10, µl = 1 if l = 1, 2, 3,

andµl = 0.2 if 4 ≤ l ≤ 10.
Case 6 (Ten Identical Sensors):L = 10 and µl = 0.2 for all

1 ≤ l ≤ 10.
In each case, we compare three asymptotically optimal procedures:

(i) N(a), defined by (15) in the system with limited local memory;
(ii) M(a), defined by (22) in the system with full local memory; and

TABLE V
TEN NONIDENTICAL SENSORS(THREE µl = 1 AND SEVEN µl = 0.2)

γ E1N(a) % DPF E1M(a) % DPF E1T (a)
(3.16) (1.12) (3.09)

100 3.6± 0.0 38 8.4± 0.0 223 2.6± 0.0
(5.30) (3.98) (5.33)

1010 5.7± 0.0 43 10.9± 0.1 173 4.0± 0.0
(6.92) (5.72) (6.96)

5112 7.3± 0.0 46 12.6± 0.1 152 5.0± 0.0
(7.59) (6.39) (7.64)

10048 7.9± 0.0 46 13.3± 0.1 144 5.4± 0.0
(8.28) (7.10) (8.35)

20436 8.6± 0.0 48 14.0± 0.1 141 5.8± 0.0
(9.19) (8.04) (9.25)

51046 9.4± 0.0 47 14.9± 0.1 133 6.4± 0.0

( Numbers in parentheses are the values ofa so thatE∞τ(a) ≈ γ. The
decentralized penalty function (DPF) was based on the sampled values.)

TABLE VI
TEN IDENTICAL SENSORS(ALL µl = 0.2)

γ E1N(a) % DPF E1M(a) % DPF E1T (a)
(2.22) (1.93) (2.48)

101 14.6± 0.1 29 23.4± 0.1 107 11.3± 0.1
(4.32) (4.66) (4.60)

1003 30.7± 0.2 42 50.6± 0.2 134 21.6± 0.2
(5.91) (6.41) (6.18)

5012 43.4± 0.2 48 69.2± 0.3 136 29.3± 0.2
(6.60) (7.14) (6.86)

10089 48.7± 0.2 49 76.8± 0.3 135 32.7± 0.2
(7.27) (7.86) (7.58)

20193 53.9± 0.3 48 84.9± 0.4 134 36.3± 0.2
(8.19) (8.79) (8.48)

50107 61.1± 0.3 50 95.2± 0.4 133 40.8± 0.2

(iii) T (a), Page’s CUSUM procedure defined by (9) in the centralized
version.

For these three proceduresτ(a), the threshold valuea was first
determined from the criterionE∞τ(a) ≈ γ. Since E∞N(a) is
discontinuous (see [2]), the values ofγ were chosen so that the
corresponding threshold valuea exists for each of these procedures.
A 104-repetition Monte Carlo simulation was performed to determine
the appropriate values ofa to yield the desired mean time between
false alarmsγ to within the range of sampling error. Rather than
simulatingE∞τ(a) for eacha separately (which is computationally
demanding), an efficient algorithm, suggested by Professor Gary
Lorden, is to runone simulation to return the record values of the
CUSUM statistics and the corresponding values of sample size, and
then to estimateE∞τ(a) for differenta based on these record values.

Next, the renewal property of the CUSUM statistics implies that
the detection delayE1τ for each of these three procedures is just
E1τ, the expected sample size when the change happens at time
ν = 1. It is therefore straightforward to simulate the detection delay.
Monte Carlo experiments with104 repetitions yielded estimates for
the detection delays. The results are summarized in Tables I - VI,
with the values ofa in parentheses.

In the system with two sensors, Tables I and II show thatM(a)
performs better thanN(a) even for moderateγ in both nonsymmetric
and symmetric systems. In the system with three sensors, Tables III
and IV show that for moderateγ, M(a) performs better thanN(a)
in a nonsymmetric system, but their performances are similar in a
symmetric system. In the system with ten sensors, Tables V and VI
show thatM(a) performs much worse thanN(a) for moderateγ
in both nonsymmetric and symmetric systems. These are consistent
with our asymptotic theory.
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It is interesting to see that the DPF function ofM(a) seems to be
a decreasing function ofγ, but the DPF function ofN(a) seems to
be an increasing function. Comparisons of Tables I-VI indicate that
adding sensors with low SNRs actually degrades the performance of
M(a) for moderate values ofγ, while adding sensors with relatively
high SNRs will improve the performance ofM(a) for moderate
values ofγ, but the improvement may not be as good as those of
two other proceduresN(a) andT (a).

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

We have studied a decentralized extension of quickest change
detection problems in two different scenarios. In the system with
limited local memory, we have proved the previously conjectured
asymptotic optimality of Page’s CUSUM procedures with Monotone
Likelihood Ratio Quantizers (MLRQ) under a new condition on
observation distributions. The widely used Gaussian or exponential
distributions satisfy this condition. In the system with full local
memory, we have developed the first of asymptotically optimal
procedures. A major theoretical result is that our procedures have
same asymptotically first-order performances as the corresponding
optimal centralized procedures, although both theoretical analysis and
numerical simulations also show that our procedures may perform
poorly in some practical situations, especially in the system with
large number of sensors, because of the slow asymptotic conver-
gence. It is interesting to note that all these asymptotically optimal
decentralized procedures do not use past messages, and hence neither
past message information nor the feedback from the fusion center
improves asymptotic performance. Finally, we have compared these
asymptotically optimal decentralized procedures with the optimal
centralized procedures, especially for Gaussian sensor observations.

There are a number of interesting problems which have not been
addressed here. In practice, the distributions of sensor observations
often involve unknown parameters. The results developed here are
for completely known pre-change and post-change distributions, but
they provide benchmarks and ideas for the development of procedures
in the presence of unknown parameters. It is also of interest to
study the system where the observations at the different sensors
may be dependent. Moreover, finding fairly simple decentralized
procedures which are not only asymptotically optimal, but have good
performance for practical values of the mean time between false
alarms, will undoubtedly be of great importance. Therefore, this work
should be interpreted as a starting point for further investigation.
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APPENDIX
PROOF OFTHEOREMS

A. Proof of Theorem 1

In the system with limited local memory, we can rewrite

Ul,n = ψl,n(Xl,n),

whereψl,n may depend onU[1,n−1] = (U1,[1,n−1], . . . , UL,[1,n−1]).

Denote byfψ
l,n andgψ

l,n respectively the conditional density induced
on Ul,n given U[1,n−1] when the density ofXl,n is fl and gl.
Denote byZl,n the conditional log-likelihood ratio function ofUl,n,
log

(
gψ

l,n(Ul,n)/fψ
l,n(Ul,n)

)
.

Since X1,n, . . . , XL,n are independent, so areU1,n, . . . , UL,n

given U[1,n−1]. Thus in the fusion center, the conditional log-
likelihood ratio of (U1,n, . . . , UL,n) given U1,[1,n−1] is

Zn =

L∑
l=1

Zl,n.

By Theorem 1 of Lai [8], in order to prove (16), it suffices to show
that for anyδ > 0,

lim
n→∞

sup
ν≥1

esssup Pν

{
max
t≤n

ν+t∑
k=ν

Zk ≥ ID(1 + δ)n

∣∣ U[1,ν−1]

}
= 0. (33)

By the definition ofIDl(gl, fl), for any k ≥ ν,

Eν

(
Zk

∣∣U[1,ν−1]

)
=

L∑
l=1

Eν

(
Zl,k

∣∣U[1,ν−1]

)

≤
L∑

l=1

IDl(gl, fl) = ID,

thus

Pν

{
max
t≤n

ν+t∑
k=ν

Zk ≥ ID(1 + δ)n
∣∣ U[1,ν−1]

}

≤ Pν

{
max
t≤n

ν+t∑
k=ν

L∑
l=1

(Zl,k − EνZl,k) ≥ IDδn
∣∣ U[1,ν−1]

}

≤
L∑

l=1

Pν

{
max
t≤n

ν+t∑
k=ν

(Zl,k − EνZl,k) ≥ δ1n
∣∣ U[1,ν−1]

}
,

whereδ1 = IDδ/L.

Note that
∑ν+t

k=ν

(
Zl,k−EνZl,k

)
is a martingale underPν , Doob’s

submartingale inequality tells us

Pν

{
max
t≤n

ν+t∑
k=ν

(Zl,k − EνZl,k) ≥ δ1n
∣∣ U[1,ν−1]

}

≤
∑ν+n

k=ν
Eν

(
(Zl,k)2

∣∣ U[1,ν−1]

)

δ2
1n2

.

By definition, Eν

(
(Zl,k)2

∣∣ U[1,ν−1]

)
≤ VDl(gl, fl) for any k ≥ ν,

and hence

Pν

{
max
t≤n

ν+t∑
k=ν

(Zl,k − EνZl,k) ≥ δ1n
∣∣ U[1,ν−1]

}
≤ VDl(gl, fl)

δ2
1n

,

which implies (33) sinceVDl(gl, fl) is finite. Relation (16) follows.

B. Proof of Theorem 2

Assume thatφ(Y ) is a quantizer taking values in{0, 1}. Denote
by fφ andgφ respectively the density ofφ(Y ) when the density of
Y is f or g. Let

Zφ = log
gφ(φ(Y ))

fφ(φ(Y ))
.

Note that whenD = 2,

Eg(Zφ)2 = βφ

(
log

βφ

αφ

)2
+ (1− βφ)

(
log

1− βφ

1− αφ

)2
,

whereαφ = Pf (φ(Y ) = 1) andβφ = Pg(φ(Y ) = 1). Define

H(r, s) = r
(
log

r

s

)2
+ (1− r)

(
log

1− r

1− s

)2
,
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for 0 < r, s < 1 andH(0, 0) = H(1, 1) = 0. To proveV2(g, f) <
∞, it suffices to show that there exists a constantM such that for
any φ,

H(βφ, αφ) < M.

If one of αφ andβφ is 0 or 1, it is easy to see thatZφ is 0 with
probability 1 underg, and henceH(βφ, αφ) = 0. So it suffices to
consider the case where0 < αφ, βφ < 1. SinceH(b, a) = H(1 −
b, 1− a), assume without loss of generality that0 < αφ ≤ βφ < 1.
(Otherwise consider1− φ(Y ) and use (18) instead of (17) ). Since
1−B(t) is a cumulative distribution function andB(t) is continuous
by assumption, there existst0 ∈ (0,∞) such that

B(t0) = βφ.

Now let φ∗ be the likelihood ratio quantizer defined by

φ∗ =

{
1 if g(Y )/f(Y ) > t0;
0 otherwise.

ThenPf (φ∗ = 1) = A(t0) andPg(φ∗ = 1) = B(t0).
The proof of Neyman-Pearson lemma ([10, p. 65]) shows that∫

(φ∗ − φ)
(
g(y)− t0f(y)

)
dµ ≥ 0,

so that (
B(t0)− βφ

)
− t0

(
A(t0)− αφ

)
≥ 0.

SinceB(t0) = βφ by our choice oft0, we have

A(t0) ≤ αφ.

Note that for fixedr,

∂H(r, s)

∂s
= 2

[1− r

1− s
log

1− r

1− s
− r

s
log

r

s

]
,

which is positive for alls ≤ r. ThusH(r, s) is a decreasing function
of s in the interval[0, r]. In particular,

H(βφ, αφ) ≤ H(βφ, A(t0)) = H
(
B(t0), A(t0)

)
.

Therefore, it suffices to show that there exists a constantM such that
for all t,

H
(
B(t), A(t)

)
< M.

SinceA(t) andB(t) are continuous functions oft, it suffices to show
that H

(
B(t), A(t)

)
is bounded ast goes to0 or ∞. It is easy to

see that if the likelihood ratiog(y)/f(y) has a positive lower bound
C0 > 0, thenH

(
B(t), A(t)

)
is 0 if t < C0. So it suffices to consider

the case when such a lower bound does not exist.
Now B(t) andA(t) go to 1 as t goes to0, so

lim
t→0

√
B(t)

∣∣∣ log
B(t)

A(t)

∣∣∣ = 0.

By Wald’s likelihood ratio identity, we have

1−B(t) = Pg

(
g(Y )

f(Y )
< t

)
= Ef

(
g(Y )

f(Y )
;
g(Y )

f(Y )
< t

)

≤ tPf

(
g(Y )

f(Y )
< t

)
= t(1−A(t)).

Using the fact that 1 − A(t) ≤ 1, we know that√
1−B(t)

∣∣ log 1−B(t)
1−A(t)

∣∣ is less than

max
{√

1−B(t)
∣∣ log(1−B(t))

∣∣,
√

1−B(t)
∣∣ log t

∣∣
}

. (34)

As t → 0, B(t) → 1, so that the first term in equation (34) goes to
0, and by Chebyshev’s inequality the square of the second term is

(log t)2Pg

((
− log

g(Y )

f(Y )

)
> | log t|

)
≤ Eg

(
− log

g(Y )

f(Y )

)2

,

which is finite by the assumption. Hence

lim sup
t→0

H
(
B(t), A(t)

)
< ∞.

Similarly, it is clear that

lim
t→∞

√
1−B(t)

∣∣∣ log
1−B(t)

1−A(t)

∣∣∣ = 0,

and

lim sup
t→∞

√
B(t)

∣∣∣ log
B(t)

A(t)

∣∣∣ = lim sup
t→∞

√
B(t)

∣∣ log A(t)
∣∣

is finite by the assumption in (17). Hence

lim sup
t→∞

H
(
B(t), A(t)

)
< ∞,

and Theorem 2 is proved.

C. Proof of Theorem 3

To prove (24), define a new stopping time

M̂(a) = inf
{
n :

n∑
i=1

log
gl(Xl,i)

fl(Xl,i)
≥ πla for all l = 1, 2, . . . , L

}
,

By the relation between the one-sided sequential probability ratio
tests and Page’s CUSUM procedures, it is easy to see that

E1M(a) ≤ E1M̂(a), (35)

and so it suffices to show that (24) holds forE1M̂(a). To prove this,
for 1 ≤ l ≤ L, let

M̂l = inf
{

n :

n∑
i=1

log
gl(Xl,i)

fl(Xl,i)
≥ πla

}
,

and

τl(M̂l) = sup
{

n ≥ 1 :

M̂l+n∑

i=M̂l+1

log
gl(Xl,i)

fl(Xl,i)
≤ 0

}
.

For simplicity, denoteτl = τl(0). It is well-known (e.g., Theorem D
in [6]) that for any1 ≤ l ≤ L,

E1τl < ∞ (36)

sincelog
(
gl(X)/fl(X)

)
has positive mean and finite variance under

P1 by Assumption (A2).
By definition of M̂l andτl(M̂l), we have

M̂(a) ≤ max
1≤l≤L

(
M̂l + τl(M̂l)

)
≤ max

1≤l≤L
M̂l +

L∑
l=1

τl(M̂l).

Now sinceXl,1, Xl,2, . . . are i.i.d. underP1, we haveE1τl(M̂l) =
E1τl, and thus

E1M̂(a) ≤ E1 max
1≤l≤L

M̂l +

L∑
l=1

E1τl. (37)

By renewal theory and Assumption (A2), underP1,

E1(M̂l) =
a

Itot
+ O(1) and V ar1(M̂l) = O(a),

asa →∞, see [16] and [17, p. 171]. Hence,
(
E1

∣∣M̂l − a

Itot

∣∣)2 ≤ E1(M̂l − a

Itot
)2

= V ar1(M̂l) + (E1M̂l − a

Itot
)2

= O(a),
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and so
E1

∣∣M̂l − a

Itot

∣∣ = O(
√

a).

Thus

E1 max
1≤l≤L

M̂l =
a

Itot
+ E1 max

1≤l≤L

(
M̂l − a

Itot

)

≤ a

Itot
+

L∑
l=1

E1

∣∣M̂l − a

Itot

∣∣

=
a

Itot
+ O(

√
a).

Relation (24) follows at once from (35), (36) and (37).
To prove (26), letA = exp(a) and note that

E∞M =

∞∑
n=1

P∞(M ≥ n) =

∞∑
n=1

∫ n+1

n

P∞(M ≥ n)dx

≥
∞∑

n=1

∫ n+1

n

P∞(M ≥ x)dx =

∫ ∞

1

P∞(M ≥ x)dx

= A

∫ ∞

1/A

P∞(M ≥ tA)dt.

Thus by Lemma 6 below and Fatou’s Lemma,

lim inf
a→∞

(
E∞M(a)/A

)

≥ lim inf
a→∞

∫ ∞

0

P∞(M(a) ≥ tA)1{t ≥ 1

A
}dt

≥
∫ ∞

0

lim inf
a→∞

[
P∞(M(a) ≥ tA)1{t ≥ 1

A
}
]
dt

=

∫ ∞

0

exp(−t)dt = 1,

and hence (26) holds.
To complete the proof, we need to prove the following lemmas.

Lemma 3:Let Wl,n be the CUSUM statistic defined in (20). For
any l, any k = 1, 2, . . . , and any real numberb,

P∞
(
Wl,n ≥ b

)
≤ exp(−b).

Proof: For each l, let Sl,n denote the log-likelihood ratio∑n

i=1
log(gl(Xl,i/fl(Xl,i)), and defineSl,0 = 0. Then the CUSUM

statistic takes the form

Wl,n = max
0≤k<n

(Sl,n − Sl,k).

Since (Xl,1, Xl,2, . . . , Xl,n) have the same joint distribution
as (Xl,n, Xl,n−1, . . . , Xl,1), Wl,n has the same distribution as
max1≤i≤n Sl,i. Thus,

P∞(Wl,n ≥ b) = P∞( max
1≤i≤n

Sl,i ≥ b) = P∞(tl(b) ≤ n),

where
tl(b) = inf{n : Sl,n ≥ b}.

Lemma 3 follows from the fact that

P∞(tl(b) ≤ n) ≤ P∞(tl(b) < ∞) ≤ exp(−b).

Lemma 4:For anyk = 1, 2, . . . ,

P∞(M(a) = k) ≤ 1/A,

whereA = exp(a).
Proof: Note that, since the observations are independent from

sensor to sensor, application of Lemma 3 yields

P∞(M(a) = k) ≤ P∞
(
Wl,k ≥ πla for 1 ≤ l ≤ L

)

=

L∏
l=1

P∞(Wl,k ≥ πla)

≤
L∏

l=1

exp(−πla) = exp(−a) =
1

A
.

Using Lemma 4, it is easy to derive
Lemma 5:For anym = 1, 2, . . . ,

P∞(M(a) ≤ m) ≤ m

A
.

Lemma 6:For t > 0,

lim sup
a→∞

P∞(M(a) ≤ tA) ≤ 1− exp(−t). (38)

Proof: For simplicity, we consider only the case whenL = 2.
The same idea can be applied to the casesL = 1 andL ≥ 3. Choose
m = m(a) such thatm/a2 →∞, and log m/a → 0. Note that

P∞(M(a) ≤ tA)

= P∞
(

max
0≤k<tA/m

max
km+1≤j≤(k+1)m

[
min

1≤l≤2

Wl,j

πl

]
> a

)

= P∞
(

max
k

max
j

[
min

1≤l≤2
max

il

Sl,j − Sl,il

πl

]
> a

)
, (39)

where the maximum is taken over0 ≤ k < tA/m, km + 1 ≤ j ≤
(k + 1)m and1 ≤ il ≤ j for all l = 1, 2. For all suchk, define

C1(k) = {i1 : km + 1 ≤ i1 ≤ j ≤ (k + 1)m},
C2(k) = {i1 : 1 ≤ i1 ≤ km},
D1(k) = {i2 : km + 1 ≤ i2 ≤ j ≤ (k + 1)m},
D2(k) = {i2 : 1 ≤ i2 ≤ km}.

For simplicity, omitk, e.g., writeC1 for C1(k), and define

B1 = C1 ∩D1, B2 = C2 ∩D1,

B3 = C1 ∩D2, B4 = C2 ∩D2.

For r = 1, 2, 3, 4, denote

Qr = P∞
(

max
k

max
j

[
min

1≤l≤2
max
Br

Sl,j − Sl,il

πl

]
> a

)
,

where the maximum is taken over0 ≤ k < tA/m, km + 1 ≤ j ≤
(k + 1)m and(i1, i2) ∈ Br. Note that the right-hand side of (39) is
less than

∑4

r=1
Qr, and hence it suffices to show that

lim sup
a→∞

4∑
r=1

Qr ≤ 1− exp(−t).

It is easy to see that

Q1 = 1−
∏

k

P∞
(

max
j

[
min

1≤l≤2
max

il

Sl,j − Sl,il

πl

]
≤ a

)

where the product is taken over0 ≤ k < tA/m, and the maximum
is taken overkm + 1 ≤ il ≤ j ≤ (k + 1)m for all l = 1, 2. Thus

Q1 = 1−
(
P∞(M(a) > m)

)tA/m

.

By Lemma 5, we have

Q1 ≤ 1−
(
1− m

A

)tA/m

.

Note that sincem/A → 0 as a → ∞, for given δ > 0, oncea is
sufficiently large,

1− m

A
≥ exp(−(1 + δ)

m

A
),
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and thusQ1 ≤ 1− exp(−(1 + δ)t). Letting δ → 0, we obtain

lim sup
a→∞

Q1 ≤ 1− exp(−t).

To complete the proof of Lemma 6, it suffices to show that for all
ε > 0, Q2, Q3 andQ4 are smaller thanε for sufficiently largea. We
will prove this fact forQ2 in Lemma 7. The proofs forQ3 andQ4

are similar.

Lemma 7:Under the condition (25) of Theorem 3, for allε > 0,
oncea is sufficiently large,

Q2 = P∞
(

max
k

max
j

[
min

1≤l≤2
max

il

Sl,j − Sl,il

πl

]
> a

)
≤ ε,

where the maximum is taken over0 ≤ k < tA/m, km + 1 ≤ j ≤
(k + 1)m, 1 ≤ i1 ≤ km, andkm + 1 ≤ i2 ≤ j ≤ (k + 1)m.

Proof: Note thatj − i1 = j − km + km− i1 andS1,j − S1,i1

equals to the sum of the independent random walksS1,j − S1,km

andS1,km−S1,i1 . Hence, if{Si} is an independent copy of{S1,i},
then

Q2 ≤ tA

m

m∑
j=1

P∞
(

max
0≤i≤tA

Si + S1,j > π1a andW2,j > π2a
)

≤ tA

m

m∑
j=1

P∞
(

max
0≤i≤tA

Si + S1,j > π1a
)
P∞

(
W2,j > π2a

)

≤ t exp(π1a)

m

m∑
j=1

P∞
(

max
0≤i≤tA

Si + S1,j > π1a
)
,

using Lemma 3 forW2,j .
Now using Wald’s likelihood ratio identity,

P∞
(

max
0≤i≤tA

Si + S1,j > π1a
)

≤ P∞(S1,j > π1a) + P∞
(

max
0≤i≤tA

Si > π1a− S1,j > 0
)

≤ P∞(S1,j > π1a) + E∞
(
exp(S1,j − π1a); π1a− S1,j > 0

)

= E∞ exp
(
min(0, S1,j − π1a)

)

= E1

[
exp(−S1,j) · exp

(
min(0, S1,j − π1a)

)]
.

Thus,

Q2 ≤ t

m

m∑
j=1

E1 exp
(
min(π1a− S1,j , 0)

)
.

Applying Lemma 8 (below) forS1,j underP1, and lettingm1 = a2,
we have for sufficiently largea

sup
j≥m1

E1 exp
(
min(π1a− S1,j , 0)

)
≤ ε1,

Therefore,

Q2 ≤ t

m

(
m1 · 1 + (m−m1)ε1

)
≤ t(

m1

m
+ ε1),

and the lemma follows, since the right-hand side goes to0 asa goes
to ∞.

Lemma 8:SupposeX1, X2, . . . are i.i.d. with EXi = µ > 0,
V ar(Xi) = σ2, andE|Xi|3 = ρ < ∞. Let Sn = X1 + . . . + Xn

andm1 = b2. Then

sup
n≥m1

E exp
(
(min(b− Sn, 0)

)
→ 0,

asb →∞.
Proof: First we establish

E exp
(
(min(b− Sn, 0)

)
≤ 3ρ

σ3
√

n
+ Φ

(
b− nµ

σ
√

n

)
+

+A
(

b− nµ

σ
√

n
+ σ

√
n
)

exp
(
b + (

σ2

2
− µ)n

)
, (40)

where Φ(x) is the standard Gaussian distribution andA(x) =
Φ(−x) = 1− Φ(x).

Let Fn(x) denote the distribution function ofSn, then
∣∣∣Fn(x)− Φ

(
x− nµ

σ
√

n

)∣∣∣ ≤ 3ρ

σ3
√

n

for any x by the Berry-Esseen Theorem. Now

E exp
(
(min(b− Sn, 0)

)

= Fn(b) +

∫ ∞

b

exp(b− x)dFn(x)

=

∫ ∞

b

Fn(x) exp(b− x)dx

≤
∫ ∞

b

(
3ρ

σ3
√

n
+ Φ

(
x− nµ

σ
√

n

))
exp(b− x)dx

=
3ρ

σ3
√

n
+ Φ

(
x− nµ

σ
√

n

)
+

∫ ∞

b

φ
(x− nµ

σ
√

n

)
exp(b− x)

1

σ
√

n
dx,

and hence (40) holds.
We next bound each term on the right-hand side of (40). Forn ≥

m1, the first two terms are uniformly bounded by

3ρ

σ3b
+ Φ

(
1− µb

σ

)
,

which goes to0 asb →∞.
For the third term on the right-hand side of (40), we need to

consider two cases:(1) µ > σ2/2; and (2) µ ≤ σ2/2. In case
(1), note thatA(x) ≤ 1, and so for alln ≥ m1, the third term is
smaller than

exp
(
b− (µ− σ2

2
)b2

)
,

which goes to0 asb →∞. In case (2), note thatA(x) ≤ φ(x)/x for
all x > 0, whereφ(x) is the density function of the standard Gaussian
distribution (see [26, p. 141]). Thus the third term is smaller than

σ
√

n

b + (σ2 − µ)n
φ
(

b− µn

σ
√

n

)
,

which also goes to0 uniformly for all n ≥ m1 asb →∞.
Therefore, Lemma 8 holds.
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